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ABSTRACT The reduction of the high peak-to-average-power ratio (PAPR) is important to the efficiency
of the orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) technique. Excessive PAPR contributes to non-
linear clipping induced harmonic distortions that reduce system reliability. In this article, a new technique
for decreasing the high PAPR in OFDM with minimum effects on the system performance is proposed.
The technique uses the image adjust (IMADJS) function to reduce the high PAPR of transmitted OFDM
signals by compressing large signals and expanding small signals. In comparison, the IMADJS strategy has
the advantage of maintaining a constant average power level before and after companding. A comparative
analysis is provided between the proposed (IMADJS) technique and well-known companding techniques
such as µ−law, absolute exponential (AEXP), and the new error function (NERF). The comparison is based
on PAPR, bit error rate (BER), power spectral density (PSD), and average power performance metrics.
Simulation results confirm that the IMADJS technique significantly improved the drawbacks of the PAPR.
Furthermore, the PAPR is reduced by 2.81dB. The IMADJS technique has less impact on the original power
spectrum than on other companding schemes. The average out-of-band radiation of the IMADJS technique
reaches about −50dB at the frequency of 0MHz. In contrast, the average of the original OFDM signal is
that the out-of-band radiation reaches around −52dB. The AEXP and NERF companding techniques reach
about −46dB, while the µ-law companding technique hits about −37dB.

INDEX TERMS Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM), peak-to-average-power-ratio
(PAPR), companding techniques, image adjustment (IMADJS) and performance evaluation.

I. INTRODUCTION
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) is a
multi-carrier technique, which is effective and efficient in 4G
and 5G mobile networks [1]–[3]. The OFDM divides the
available bandwidth into several sub-bandwidths, whereas
the data with low rates streams are parallel modulated simul-
taneously and carried over the sub-bandwidths. Due to this
parallel transmission, the symbol duration increases, thus
decrease the prorated amount of dispersion in time result-
ing from the multi-path delay spread. OFDM has several
advantages that make it widely used for many communication
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systems [4]–[6]. The OFDM limits the propagation effects of
multipath propagation, the impulses noise, and eliminates the
need for equalizers. It uses modern digital signal processing
techniques, such as the fast Fourier transform (FFT) tech-
nique. However, OFDM has the major drawback of having a
large Peak-to-Average Power Ratio (PAPR). The large PAPR
appears as a consequence of the multicarrier OFDM signal
nature [7]. The OFDM signal, consisting of N individual and
independent data symbols, when the N signals add up to the
same phase, a substantial increase in the PAPR is observed.
The observed instantaneous PAPRmight reach as high values
as N times of the average OFDM symbol amplitude [6].
In this case, high power amplifier (HPA) and digital to analog
converter (DAC) are required to overcome the large dynamic
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ranges and to avoid clipping the observed large amplitude of
the OFDM symbol. On the other hand, adapting the dynamic
range of the HPA and the DAC to the high PAPR values
increases the power consumption and the implementation
complexity of the transceiver design. Therefore, the PAPR of
OFDM signals should be reduced as long as an efficient and
economic operation of the entire OFDM signal processing
circuitry is desired. Due to its low implementation complex-
ity, low processing speed, and consequently, no bandwidth
expansion, companding the ranges of largely swinging sig-
nals is one of the most popular PAPR reduction techniques in
OFDM-based systems [8].

Reducing the PAPR allows the power consumption to be
decreased by the power amplifier and the DAC on the trans-
mitter while the average signal power needs to be kept con-
stant. On the other hand, higher average signal power can be
delivered with a set power source, thereby improving the total
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and, as a result, the BER of the
receiver. In addition, low PAPR allows the power amplifier to
work at a bias point where non-linearity is minimal. Several
approaches have been developed to resolve the high PAPR
problem in OFDM. In [9], the authors introduced the µ−law
companding scheme. A closed-form of BER expression is
proposed and validated with the Monte-Carlo simulation.
However, this scheme reduced the PAPR at the expense of
an increase in the average signal power, which causes a
nonlinear distortion. The authors developed the exponential
companding technique in [10]. It used a non-linear function to
change the compressed signal to a uniform distribution. This
scheme essentially reduced the PAPR and kept the average
signal-power constant. However, this causes a relatively high
signal distortion and spectrum side-lobes generation, which
increases the BER.

In [11], a new type of companding was proposed depends
on erf(.) function entitled new error function (NERF). The
results show that the NERF companding technique pro-
vided better PAPR reduction and BER performance than
the µ−law method. A new nonlinear companding technique
called "exponential companding" is proposed in [12]. The
schememodified both large and small signals and retained the
average power at the same level. The exponential companding
scheme essentially reduces the PAPR by converting the origi-
nal OFDM signals into uniformly distributed signals. As well
as the exponential companding scheme offers less spectrum
side-lobes and better PAPR reductions and reduces the system
BER. In [13], the authors suggested a non-linear companding
function for the reduction of PAPR. The companding function
converts the signals into a probability density function (PDF)
with a cumulative distribution function (CDF) and an anti-
trigonometric function. The Companding Scheme gave more
design flexibility to meet the various design specifications.
In addition, the BER performance is improved to less than
10−4 in the additive white Gaussian noise channel (AWGN)
and QPSK modulation scheme. In [14], a selective map-
ping (SLM) and partial transmit sequence (PTS) schemes
are proposed for mitigating the PAPR sing a low complexity

FIGURE 1. Block diagram of OFDM system with
companding/de-companding schemes.

T-transform rather than inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT).
The combined T-transform with SLM reduces the computa-
tional complexity about 20% for N = 128 subcarriers than
conventional schemes that use IFFT.

The remainder of this article is structured as follows.
Section II offers a description of the general mathematical
model of OFDM-based systems. Section III describes the
consequences of non-linear power amplifiers. Section IV lays
out the mathematical concept of the PAPR. Section V dis-
cusses the mathematical formulation of the proposedmethod-
ology (IMADJS) to reduce high PAPR. Section VI illustrates
the computational complexity of the various companding
strategies. Section VII introduces computational simulation
results comparing well-known companding techniques such
asµ−law [15], AEXP [16], andNERF [11]with the proposed
technique.

II. OFDM SYSTEM MODEL
Fig. 1 shows a generic block diagram of the OFDM
transceiver sequence that involves a compandor and a
de-compandor to minimize the PAPR. First, the input data
is mapped using different mapping schemes, such as M-ary
phase-shift keying (PSK) or quadrature amplitude modula-
tion (QAM). (QAM). The S mapping data should be con-
verted from serial to parallel depending on the number of
sub-carriers. Suppose there are N sub-carriers in the OFDM
system. They are indexed from k = 0 to N − 1. The
S/P converter transforms the input data to the N parallel
data stream. The complex symbols of the kth sub-carrier,
Xk ,{k = 0, 1, . . . .,N − 1}, will be transferred through
IFFT block to get the OFDM signal. The OFDM signal is
created by summing up the N modulated sub-carriers. Math-
ematically, the OFDM modulated signal can be expressed
as [7], [17]:

x(t) =
N−1∑
k=0

Xk .e
j2π k

NTs
t
; 0 ≤ t ≤ NTs, (1)

where Ts and N represent the symbol duration, and the num-
ber of sub-carriers that constitute the OFDM signal, respec-
tively. The discrete time base-band OFDM signal xn sampled
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at the Nyquist rate t = nTs can be defined as:

xn =
N−1∑
k=0

Xk .ej2π
nk
N , n = 0, 1, . . . . . . ,N − 1. (2)

The mapped data Xk is processed by an inverse discrete
Fourier transform (IDFT). A parallel-to-serial (P/S) converter
is applied to the resulting time-domain symbols x(n). In order
to overcome the ISI problem, the cyclic prefix (CP) is used
in the OFDM symbol. Also, to prevent the clipping-induced
non-linearities introduced by the HPA, a companding oper-
ator denoted by f (.), is added to the amplitude of the signal
|x(t)| tomaintain the output signal phases unchanged. Finally,
the signal is amplified to the desired power level using a
power amplifier and transmitted over the communication
channel.

III. NON-LINEAR POWER AMPLIFIER AND PAPR
The high PAPR of OFDM requires system components with a
large linear power amplifier (PA) range capable of accommo-
dating the signal. Otherwise, the nonlinear distortion occurs,
which results in a loss of sub-carrier orthogonality, and
degrades the performance. In practice, the PA has a limited
linear region, beyond which it saturates to a maximum output
level. The amplitude and phase characteristics of the PA are
given by [18], [19]:

APA(|s(t)|) =
G0
∣∣s(t)∣∣(

1+
(
|s(t)|
Asat

)2p) 1
2p

, (3)

φPA(|s(t)|) = 0. (4)

where G0 is the amplifier gain, Asat is the input saturation
level, P controls the sharpness Furthermore, the PAPR mea-
sured in dB is expressed as follows [7]:

PAPR{x(n)}(dB) = 10. log10

(
max |x(n)|2

E{|x(n)|2}

)
. (5)

where, E{.} is the statistical expectation operator, max |x(n)|2

is the peak OFDM signal power and E{|x(n)|2} is the average
power of the OFDM signal.

IV. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION OF THE PROPOSED
COMPANDING TECHNIQUE
The proposed technique (IMADJS) is based on intensity
transformation function. This function is defined as [20]:

f (x) =


c if x ≤ a,((

x − a
b− a

)γ
(d − c)+ c

)
if a < x < b,

d if x ≥ b.

(6)

where, a is low input of the signal x, b is high input of the
signal x, c is low output of the signal x, d is high output of
the signal x and γ is a positive number uses as a degree of
companding.

This function maps the intensity values in signal f to new
values in another signal g, such that values between low-
input and high-input map to values between low-output and
high-output. Values under low-input and over high-input are
clipped; that is, values under the low-inputmap to low-output,
and those over the high-input map to high-output [21]. The
OFDM signal companding function Eq. (6) is used by the
proposed companding technique to minimize high PAPR.
This equation is used to find a linear function that preserves
a stable average power level (i.e., average power before com-
panding is nearly the same after companding). We assume
that if the low-input signal a happens when there is no signal
at all, the low output c is not a signal. The means that:

a = 0, b = 0,

0 ≤ f (x) ≤ d . (7)

where, x is the input signal and f (x) is the output signal. Also,
the aim of the proposed function is to scale the input x with
respect to the high input b and high output d , when x ∈]0, b[
and f (x) ∈ [0, d]. This aim is satisfied when:

γ = 1,

0 < x < b, 0 ≤ f (x) ≤ d,

b 6= d . (8)

By substitution from Eq. (7), and Eq. (8) in Eq. (6),
we obtain the IMADJS linear function as follows:

f (x) =


0 if x ≤ 0,
xd
b

if 0 < x < b,

d if x ≥ b.

(9)

where, a is low-input of the signal x, b is high-input of the
signal x, c is low-output of the signal x, d is high-output of
the signal x.
Fig. 2 compares the performance of the proposed transfer

function by Eq. (6) and the performance of transfer function
defined by Eq. (9) for different values of γ . It is clear that, due
to the linearity of the proposed function defined by Eq. (9),
where γ = 1, the performance of the proposed technique
will be more efficient compared with the other models for
which γ 6= 1. However, the values less than one produce
a function which is concave downward. Decreasing high-
in parameter compresses large signals, while the high-out
parameter adjusts small signals. In this article, the value
of low-input and low-output are fixed to zero, because the
minimum degradation in BER is achieved at these values
(low-in= 0 and low-out= 0), as it will be explained in details
in simulation section.

V. COMPANDING ALGORITHMS AND COMPUTATIONAL
COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
This section describes the algorithms used for the compara-
tive study of the four companding techniques. Algorithm 1
is designed to simulate the transmitter part; Algorithm 2
is developed for the receiver part, while Algorithm 3 and
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FIGURE 2. IMADJS transfer function.

TABLE 1. Computational complexity of various companding techniques.

Algorithm 4 represent the companding and decompanding
for different techniques. The complexity of the algorithms is
determined by using the models of the research represented
in [22]–[24]. The complexity calculations are considered
under the following assumptions:

1) The complexity of addition is equal to the complexity
of subtraction,

2) The complexity ofmultiplicationmatches the complex-
ity of division,

3) Ignoring the complexity of abs, max, and compare
functions,

4) Exponential function requires two multiplications and
one addition,

5) erf(t) function requires 2t multiplications and 2t
additions,

6) In AEXP companding technique, we assumed d = 2.
The number of additions, multiplications, and FFT operations
assuming only one iteration for the four algorithms is sum-
marised in Table 1. As shown, the number of the two types of
computations in IMADJS and µ-law companding techniques
are smaller than those in NERF and AEXP companding tech-
niques. In addition, all techniques have the same complexity
in FFT where they are using the same OFDM transmitter and
receiver. The FFT complexity equals N log2 N for additions
and (N/2) log2 N for multiplications.

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This section discusses the numerical simulation and results
for the OFDM system using the new companding tech-
nique (IMADJS). For contrast, well-known conventional
PAPR reduction techniques such as µ-law companding
technique [15], new error function (NERF) [11] and Absolute

Algorithm 1 The Transmitter
1: PAPR = zeros (1, n);→ n is the number of subcarrier,
2: Tx = [ ];
3: Generated data (S) is converted from serial to parallel

(Matrix form) based on the type of modulation and the
number of subcarrier (n).

4: for i = 2 : n− 1 do
5: X (i) = QAM (S);→Modulation
6: x(i) = IFFT(X (i));→ Convert to time domain
7: x(i) = x(i)+ cp;→ Add cyclic prefix
8: xcomp = Compand (|x(i)| × phase(x(i));→ Compand-

ing function
9: xamp = SSPA(xcomp);→ Apply SSPA Amplifier

10: Peak-power = max(|xcomp|
2);

11: Avg-power = mean(|xcomp|
2);

12: PAPR(i) = 10× log10(Peak-power/Avg-power);
13: Tx = [Tx xamp];
14: end for
15: Pilot = zeros (1, length (x(i)));
16: y = [pilot Tx pilot];→ Transmitted signal

Algorithm 2 The Receiver
1: Output = [ ];
2: for j = 1 : length(snr) do
3: rx = y+ noise; → Received under Rayleigh fading

channel
4: for k = 2 : n− 1 do
5: rDecomp = De-compand (|rx(k)| × phase(rx(k));→

Decompanding function
6: rcp =RemoveCP(rDecomp);→ Remove cyclic pre-

fix
7: Rx =FFT(rcp);→ Convert to frequency domain
8: REq = Rx/G(j);→ Equalization with gain G(j)
9: Data = QAMdemod(REq);

10: Output = [Output Data];
11: end for
12: Error = BER (y, Output);→ BER calculation
13: end for

exponential (AEXP) companding technique [16] are consid-
ered. Improvement in PAPR, degradation in BER, average
power, and spectral density (PSD) are used as performance
metrics of interest. The improvement in PAPR is the differ-
ence between the PAPR of the original signal and the PAPR of
the companding signal (i.e. Improvement in PAPR = PAPR
of original signal - PAPR of companding signal). Similarly,
the degradation in BER is the difference between the BER
of the original signal and the BER of the companding signal.
Table (2) lists the used simulation parameters of the system.

A. SIMULATION RESULTS OF THE PROPOSED
IMADJS TECHNIQUE
This section shows the effect of changing the parameters of
the IMADJS technique on PAPR and BER. The IMADJS
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Algorithm 3 Companding Techniques
µ-law Companding Technique

1: B = abs(X );
2: V = max(B);
3: C = µ× B/V ;
4: f (X ) = V

µ
× C× sgn(X );

NERF Companding Technique
1: K1 = abs(X );
2: K2 =

√
2 σ ;

3: f (X ) =
√
3 σ × erf(K1/K2)× sgn(X );

AEXP Companding Technique
1: A = abs(X );
2: B = mean(A);
3: C = exp(−A/σ 2);
4: E = [(1− C)2]1/d ;
5: α = [B/mean(E)]d/2;
6: f (X ) = α × (1− C)1/d× sgn(X );
IMADJS Companding Technique

1: n = length(x);
2: for i = 1 : n do
3: if x(i) ≤ a → a is low input then
4: y(i) = c; → c is low output
5: else if x(i) ≥ b → b is high input then
6: y(i) = d ; → d is high output
7: else
8: y(i) = x(i)× d/b
9: end if

10: end for

TABLE 2. Simulation parameters.

technique has five parameters (low-in, high-in, low-out, high-
out and γ ). Each parameter will be analyzed separately to
show its effect on PAPR reduction and BER performance.
We investigate the effects of changing the IMADJS parame-
ters on PAPR and BER. As a result, the IMADJS parameters
are configured as follows: low-in = 0, low-out = 0, high-
in = 0.15, high-out = 0.15 and γ = 1. It is clear from
Fig. 3 that, the received OFDM signal without and with the
proposed IMADJS companding technique.

1) THE EFFECT OF CHANGING THE low-in PARAMETER
To study the effect of low-in parameter on the PAPR
and BER, the low-in parameter increases by small value

Algorithm 4 Decompanding Techniques
µ-law Companding Technique

1: B = abs(X );
2: V = max(B);
3: C = µ× B/V ;
4: f −1(X ) = V

µ
× C× sgn(X );

NERF Companding Technique
1: K1 = abs(X );
2: K2 =

√
3 σ ;

3: f −1(X ) =
√
2 σ× erf−1(K1/K2)× sgn(X );

AEXP Companding Technique
1: A = abs(X );
2: B = mean(A);
3: C = exp(−A/σ 2);
4: E = [(1− C)2]1/d ;
5: α = [B/mean(E)]d/2;
6: f −1(X ) =

√
(−σ 2 × loge × (1− G/α))× sgn(X );

IMADJS Companding Technique
1: n = length(x);
2: for i = 1 : n do
3: if x(i) ≤ c → a is low output then
4: y(i) = a; → c is low input
5: else if x(i) ≥ d → b is high output then
6: y(i) = b; → d is high input
7: else
8: y(i) = x(i)× b/d
9: end if

10: end for

FIGURE 3. An OFDM signal with high PAPR without and with IMADJS
companding.

(low-in = 0 : 0.0015 : 0.15) to demonstrate the effect of
increasing this parameter on the PAPR reduction and BER
results. The improvement in the low-in parameter leads to
an increase in the PAPR and a decreasing in the BER. It is
observed that the best value for the low-in parameter is
zero, where the less PAPR and less degradation in BER are
achieved at this value (low-in = 0).

Fig. 4 shows the transfer function of IMADJS technique
with increasing the low-in parameter. Three values for low-in
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FIGURE 4. Transfer function of IMADJS companding technique with the
changing of low-in parameter.

parameter (low-in = 0; 0.02; 0.04) are considered and the
rest parameters are fixed (low-out = 0, high-in = 0.15,
high-out = 0.15 and γ = 1), as shown in Fig. 4. When
the low-in parameter is zero (low-in = 0), the curve of
IMADJS technique (black curve) is identical to the curve of
linear characteristic function {blue cure, f (x) = x}. Thus,
there is neither an improvement in PAPR nor degradation in
BER, because the input signal is equal to the output signal.
Increasing the low-in parameter leads to compress the small
signals and keeps the peak of the signal unchanged, as it is
seen with the two curves (red and green) in Fig. 4. Decreasing
small signals leads to decrease the average power of the sig-
nal. Consequently, increasing the PAPR and the degradation
in BER. Based on the above, the optimum value of low-in
parameter is zero.

2) THE EFFECT OF CHANGING THE low-out PARAMETER
To present the effect of the low-out parameter on the PAPR
and BER, the low-out parameter increases by a small value
(low-out = 0 : 0.0015 : 0.15) to show the effect
of increasing this parameter on the PAPR reduction and
BER performance. The improvement in PAPR increases by
increasing the low-out parameter. However, this improvement
in PAPR leads to an increase in BER. Fig. 5 shows the transfer
function of IMADJS technique when the low-out parameter
increases. Three values for low-out parameter (low-out =
0; 0.025; 0.050) are considered and the rest parameters are
fixed (low-in = 0, high-in = 0.15, high-out = 0.15 and
γ = 1), as shown in Fig. 5. When the low-out parameter
is zero (low-out = 0), the curve of IMADJS technique (red
curve) is identical to the curve of linear characteristic function
{blue cure, f (x) = x}. Thus, there is neither an improvement
in PAPR nor degradation in BER, because the input signal
is equal to the output signal. Increasing low-out parameter
leads to enlarge small signals and keeps the peak of the signal
unchanged, as it is seen with the two curves (green and black)
in Fig. 5. Increasing the low-out parameter leads to increase
the average power of the signal, which leads to increase the
improvement in PAPR and the degradation in BER.

FIGURE 5. Transfer function of IMADJS companding technique with the
changing of low-out parameter.

FIGURE 6. IMADJS technique with the change of low-out parameter:
(a) PAPR and (b) BER.

Fig. 6 shows the improvement in PAPR and degradation
in BER for three values of low-out parameter in IMADJS
technique. Fig. 6(a) displays the improvement in PAPR with
four fix parameters (low-in = 0, high-in = 0.15, high-out =
0.15 and γ = 1) and three values for the low-out parameter.
At low-out = 0, there is no companding (the signal before
and after companding is the same). Increasing the low-out
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FIGURE 7. Transfer function of IMADJS companding technique with
different high-out parameter.

parameter leads to increase the small signals, which cause to
increase the average power; therefore, decreasing the PAPR.
Increasing the low-out parameter by a small value (0.001 and
0.002) leads to negligible improvement in PAPR (0.32dB,
0.60dB), as seen in Fig. 6(a). However, this improvement
is accompanied by deterioration in the BER performance,
as shown in Fig. 6(b). In order to achieve the same BER
(10−3) of the original OFDM signal (without companding),
the required SNRs are about 10.5dB at low-out = 0.001 and
11dB at low-out = 0.002. Accordingly, the degradation in
BER is large compared to the improvement in PAPR. Based
on the above, the best choice for low-out parameter is zero.
Where at low-out = 0, the improvement in PAPR is zero and
the degradation in BER is zero as well.

3) THE EFFECT OF CHANGING THE high-out PARAMETER
To demonstrate the effect of changing the high-out parameter
on the PAPR and BER, the high-out parameter adjusts by
small value (high-out = 0.0015 : 0.0015 : 0.15) to see the
effect of altering this parameter on the PAPR and BER.
Fig. 7 shows the transfer function of IMADJS techniquewhen
the high-out parameter decreases. Three values for high-out
parameter (high-out = 0; 0.025; 0.050) are considered and
the rest parameters are fixed as follows: low-in = 0, high-
in = 0.15, low-out = 0 and γ = 1, as shown in Fig. 7.
At high-out = 0.15, the curve after companding (red curve)
is identical to the curve before companding (blue curve) and
this means there is no companding. Decreasing the high-out
parameter leads to do scaling for the input signal (compress
all the signal by the same level), as it is clear in the two curves
green and black in Fig. 7. Consequently, this is the reason
that the PAPR and BER are unchanged, although the high-
out parameter decreases.

4) THE EFFECT OF CHANGING THE high-in PARAMETER
The effect of high-in parameter on the PAPR and BER is
shown in Fig. 8. The high-in parameter changes by small
value (high-in = 0.0015 : 0.0015 : 0.15) to show the
effect of decreasing this parameter on the PAPR reduction and

FIGURE 8. Transfer function of IMADJS companding technique with
different high-in parameter.

BER performance. Decreasing the high-in parameter leads
to a decrease in the PAPR and increasing the improvement
in PAPR. For the BER, decreasing the high-in parameter
increases the degradation in BER increases. Thus, there is a
trade-off between the improvement in PAPR and the degra-
dation in BER.

5) THE EFFECT OF CHANGING THE DEGREE
OF COMPANDING (γ )
The effect of changing the degree of companding (γ ) on
the PAPR and BER in the IMADJS technique is presented
in Fig. 9 when γ changes as (γ = 0 : 0.02 : 2). The
PAPR of the original signal (before companding) is 11.49
(10.6dB) and the PAPR of companding signal with γ = 1
is 11.49 as well. The PAPR decreases when the parameter γ
less than 1 because the small signals are enlarged with γ < 1.
However, PAPR increases when γ > 1 as seen in Fig. 9(a).
Furthermore, the BER increases when the parameter γ less
than or greater than 1, as shown in Fig. 9(b).

Fig. 9 uses to obtain the optimal value of γ . As can be seen,
the minimum value of BER can be achieved when γ = 1.
As well Fig. 10 confirms this optimal value whereas it also
gives the minimum PAPR. Additionally, Fig. 11 shows the
transfer function of IMADJS technique for different values
of γ (γ = 0.5, γ = 0.8, γ = 1.0, γ = 1.5 and γ = 2.0)
and four fix parameters (low-in = low-out = 0 and high-in =
high-out= 0.15). For γ = 1.0, the signal after companding is
equal to the signal before companding. Decreasing γ (γ < 1)
leads to enlarge small signals and keep the peak of the signal
unchanged, as shown in Fig. 11. Consequently, the improve-
ment in PAPR increases, as shown in Fig. 9(a). Increasing γ
(γ > 1) leads to compress small signals and keep the peak of
the signal unchanged, as seen in Fig. 11. Therefore, this leads
to increase the PAPR, as shown in Fig. 9(a). Distorting signal
(increasing or decreasing γ ) leads to increase the degradation
in BER, as shown in Fig. 9(b).

B. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON BY USING RAYLEIGH
FADING CHANNEL
This section presents a performance comparison of
companding-based PAPR suppression techniques using
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FIGURE 9. Effect of decreasing the γ value in the IMADJS technique on
(a): PAPR and (b): BER.

FIGURE 10. Product of the PAPR curve and the BER curve.

Rayleigh Fading Channel, QPSK Modulation, and different
M-QAM Modulation techniques (4-QAM, 16-QAM, and
64-QAM). The various companding techniques are com-
pared using a multi-path channel. The Rural-Urban channel
(COST207) with a 6 path is used as a multi-path channel.
Table 3 shows the power and delay of the channel, according
to COST207. The NERF companding technique is used as
a reference for a PAPR reduction and BER performance.
In comparison to other companding techniques, the NERF

FIGURE 11. Transfer function of IMADJS technique with the change of γ

parameter.

TABLE 3. Channel power-delay profile [25].

companding technique produces one value for PAPR and one
value for BER. Consequently, to achieve an equal distinction
of all techniques, the conditions of all techniques are set to
obtain the same PAPR as the NERF companding technique.
The performance of the BER will then be compared to the
various companding techniques.

1) COMPARING IMADJS TECHNIQUE WITH THE EXISTING
COMPANDING TECHNIQUES BASED ON THE
AVERAGE POWER
This section presents the average power (Avg-pw) simu-
lation results for the original signal (without companding)
versus the companding signal usingµ-law, AEXP,NERF, and
IMADJS companding techniques. To get a fair comparison,
the parameters for all techniques are changed to obtain similar
PAPR results for all techniques, where d = 1.3, µ = 28,
low-in = 0, low-out = 0, γ = 1, high-in = 0.093 and
high-out = 0.1. According to these parameters and by using
the QPSK modulation, the average power (Avg-pw) for all
techniques is portrayed in Fig. 12. As shown, the average
power for IMADJS, AEXP, and NERF companding tech-
niques is similar to the average power of the original signal.
However, the µ-law companding scheme raises the average
companding signal power. Therefore, the µ-law companding
technique offers an increase in BER more than in others.

2) COMPARING IMADJS TECHNIQUE WITH THE EXISTING
COMPANDING TECHNIQUES BASED ON PSD
Fig. 13 shows the PSD of µ-law, AEXP, NERF, and
IMADJS companding techniques. It can be seen that the
companded signals by using the IMADJS technique have
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FIGURE 12. Comparing the different companding techniques based on
the average power: (a) IMADJS technique, (b) NERF technique, (c) AEXP
technique and (d) µ-law technique.

a spectrum characteristic nearly to the original signal (no
spectral regrowth) comparedwith the other techniques, which
increase the PSD of the companded signal for PAPR reduc-
tion. As shown in Fig. 13, he µ-law companding scheme
contains a high out-of-band component, and the processed
signals by the new scheme (IMADJS) have less out-of-band
radiation. The average of out-of-band radiation in IMADJS
technique reaches about −50dB at the frequency 0 MHz,
the AEXP and NERF companding techniques reach about
−46dB, while the µ-law companding technique reaches

FIGURE 13. PSD of Original signal versus companded signals by using
different companding techniques: µ-law, NERF, AEXP and IMADJS.

about−37 dB at the frequency 0 MHz. It is the leading cause
that the IMADJS technique increases the small amplitude sig-
nals and compresses the large amplitude signals while keep-
ing the average power unchanged, increasing the resistance of
small amplitude signals from noise. The AEXP, NERF, and
IMADJS companding techniques have the same principle,
where all three techniques increase the small amplitude sig-
nals and compress the high amplitude signals. Consequently,
they keep the average power before and after compand-
ing unchanged. However, the µ-law companding technique
increases the average power level and does not change the
peak of signals; therefore, the linear operation region in HPA
should be larger when the same system performances are
requested.

3) COMPARING IMADJS TECHNIQUE WITH THE EXISTING
COMPANDING TECHNIQUES BASED ON THE BER
In this section, the proposed (IMADJS) technique is com-
pared withµ-law, AEXP, and NERF companding techniques,
based on the PAPR and BER M-QAM modulation scheme
(M = 4, 16 and 64). In order to get a fair comparison,
the parameters for all techniques are changed carefully to
obtain the same PAPR of NERF companding technique,
as seen in Fig. 14. Furthermore, the degree of companding for
AEXP technique is 1.3 (d = 1.3) and the µ-law parameter is
28 (µ = 28). For the IMADJS technique, the parameters are
set as low-in = 0, low-out = 0, and γ = 1.
In 4-QAM, the NERF companding technique gives a refer-

ence PAPR at 4.37 dB (see Fig. 14(a)) and the rest of IMADJS
parameters are configured as high-in = 0.13, high-out =
0.145. The BER versus the SNR is presented in Fig. 14(b).
As seen, the proposed (IMADJS) technique gives the lowest
value of BER compared to the other techniques. In 16-QAM,
the NERF companding technique gives a reference PAPR at
4.35 dB (see Fig. 14(c)) and the rest of IMADJS parameters
are configured as high-in = 0.29, high-out = 0.31. The
BER versus the SNR is presented in Fig. 14(d). As seen, the
proposed (IMADJS) technique gives the lowest value of BER
compared to the other techniques. In 64-QAM, the NERF
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FIGURE 14. Comparing the different companding techniques based on BER when all techniques have same PAPR: (a) same PAPR with 4-QAM, (b) BER
with 4-QAM, (c) same PAPR with 16-QAM, (d) BER with 16-QAM, (e) same PAPR with 64-QAM and (f) BER with 64-QAM.

TABLE 4. Comparison for different companding techniques based on: PAPR, BER, Avg-pw and PSD.

companding technique gives a reference PAPR at 4.36 dB
(see Fig. 14(e)) and the rest of IMADJS parameters are

configured as high-in = 0.59, high-out = 0.59. The BER
versus the SNR is presented in Fig. 14(f). As seen, the
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proposed (IMADJS) technique gives the lowest value of BER
compared to the other techniques. The µ-law companding
technique has the maximum BER. The µ-law companding
technique enlarges the small signals and keeps the peak of the
signal unchanged. Accordingly, the resulting companded sig-
nals possess high average power levels. However, the increase
in the average power of the companded OFDM signals is
accompanied by increasing the BER.

VII. CONCLUSION
A new companding technique is used in this article to reduce
the effects of high PAPR. The proposed technique, called
(IMADJS) operates with a linear dynamic range and a non-
linear dynamic range. The IMADJS technique adjusts the
small and large amplitude simultaneously while maintaining
the same average power level before and after compand-
ing. The first simulation part shows the effect of changing
the IMADJS parameters. The IMADJS has five parameters
(low-in, low-out, high-in, high-out and γ ). The impact of each
parameter on PAPR and BER has been analyzed separately.
The optimal value for the low-in parameter is zero (low-in =
0) and the low-out parameter is zero (low-out = 0). As with
the high-in and high-out parameters, reducing the high-in
parameter limits large signals while changing the high-out
parameter modifies small signals. A decrease follows this
improvement in the performance of the BER. Based on the
above, there is always a trade-off between PAPR improve-
ment and BER degradation. The optimal value for γ is 1 for
the degree of companding (γ ).

The second part of the simulation conducted a comparative
analysis between thewell-known companding techniques and
the proposed technique (IMADJS) using the Rayleigh fad-
ing channel. The comparative analysis was based on PAPR
improvement, BER degradation, average power (Avg-pw),
and power spectral density (PSD). Table 4 concludes the
performance comparison between the proposed technique
(IMADJS) and the well-known companding techniques, such
as µ-law, AEXP, and NERF companding techniques. For the
same PAPR for all techniques, the minimum BER is obtained
from the IMADJS technique, then the AEXP and NERF
companding techniques. The maximum BER is reached with
the use of the µ−law companding technique. For the average
power of the companding techniques, the IMADJS, AEXP,
and NERF companding techniques have about the same aver-
age power level as the initial OFDM signal. However, the
µ-law companding technique does not maintain the average
power before and after companding. Eventually, increasing
the average power distorts the constellation points and allows
small points similar to the large ones. As a result, the BER
increases as the constellation points get closer. As for the
PSD, the IMADJS technique has a lower effect on the original
power spectrum relative to the other companding schemes.
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